Local entropy rigidity for hyperbolic manifolds LIVIO FLAMINI0 1 We study deformations of compact hyperbolic manifolds of a given total volume. We show that along any non-trivial deformation the topological entropy and the difference between topological entropy and Liouville entropy are locally strictly convex functions of the deformation parameter, thus providing a partial positive answer to a conjecture of A. Katok. § 1. Introduction.
1.1. Statement of the problem.
1.1.1. Notation. Throughout this article, M denotes a compact smooth manifold of dimension n. Given a C 2 Riemannian metric g on M, the geodesic flow determined by g on the unit tangent bundle S 9 M is denoted by T 9 or TJ, or simply by gt when this abuse of notation will not be confusing. We recall that a continuous flow T : (v, t) E N x JR. 1-t Ttv E N is transitive if it has a dense orbit. A flow T on a compact manifold N is an Anosov flow [Ano67] if it is C 1 and the tangent bundle TN of N splits continuously in T-invariant subbundles TN = E 0 $ Eu $ E 5 satisfying the conditions:
1. E 0 is the tangent space to the orbits of flow.
2. There exists positive constants ). and C such that JJdTtJE 5
II < ce->.t
and JJdT-tJEull < Ce>.t for all t > 0.
1 Work supported by NSF grant # DMS-9101911 and MSRI 555 1.1.3. Anosov flows have many invariant measures. Given a T^-invariant probability measure m, we denote by h(T,m) or ^(T^ra) the measure theoretic entropy of the time 1 transformation T 1 with respect to the measure m [Pet83] . The supremum htop(T) = sup{/i(T, m) | T -invariant probability measure ra} of all measure theoretic entropies is attained, for Anosov flows, by a unique measure, the Margulis measure mo, also called the measure of maximal entropy [Mar70, Bow72a, Bow74, BR75] .
In the case of a geodesic flow T^, we also have a smooth T^-invariant measure on SgM, the Liouville measure Liouv(g'), which arises from the contact structure on SgM.
1.1.4.
For locally symmetric manifolds of negative curvature, it is not difficult to see that the Liouville measure and the Margulis measure coincide. In other words, for geodesic flows on locally symmetric manifolds of negative ^ curvature, the measure theoretical entropy of Liouville measure coincides with the topological entropy. The converse of this statement is the content of the following conjecture of A. Katok.
Conjecture [Kat82, BK85]. The topological entropy and the entropy of the Liouville measure for a geodesic flow on a negatively curved manifold coincide, (if and) only if the manifold is locally symmetric.
A. Katok himself showed in [Kat82] that the conjecture is true if one considers metrics conformally equivalent to a locally symmetric metric. In particular, the conjecture is true for surfaces of genus greater than 1.
The topological entropy has also another geometric interpretation [Man79] . Denote by M the universal cover of M. For a negatively curved metric g on M, let Bg ir (p) be the ball of radius r centred at p G M for the lift to M of metric g. Then hto P {T 9 ) = ton -logVolg(Bg jr (p)).
In words, the topological entropy of the geodesic flow coincides with the volume growth of balls in the universal cover of M.
A related conjecture of Gromov, formulated at about the same time as Katok's conjecture, states:
Conjecture ([Gro83]). Among all metrics of volume equal to the volume of a locally symmetric metric go on a manifold M, the volume growth of balls in the universal cover M of M is minimized at the metrics isometric to go-
Besson, Courtois and Gallot ( [BCG94a] and [BCG94b] ) have recently announced a proof of Gromov's conjecture for rank-one neg. curved locally symmetric manifolds which builds up on their 1992 theorem:
Theorem ([BCG]). Let go be a metric of constant negative curvature on a compact manifold M of dimension n. Then, in the space of H s metrics with volume equal to the volume of go, there exists a neighbourhood U of go in the H s topology (s > n/2 + 2), such that the minimum of the topological entropy in U is attained only by metrics isometric to go.
1.1.8. In consideration of the fact that the method of Besson, Courtois and Gallot applies so far only to topological entropy, in order to shade some light on Katok's entropy conjecture 1.1.5, it is very interesting to study the functions Enttop : g € M r {M) v+ h top (T g ) Ent L iouv : g e M r {M) H> /i(T p ,Liouv( 5 )) in a neighbourhood of the locally symmetric metric go. Here we have denoted by (M, go) a compact locally symmetric manifold of negative curvature and set M r (M) = {C r metrics g on M | Vol^(M) = Vol^M)}.
1.1.9.
We remark that the above functions Enttop and EntLiouv are known to be smooth by previous works respectively of Katok, Knieper, Pollicott and Weiss [KKPW89] (for the topological entropy) and of Contreras (for the Liouville entropy) [Con92] , provided we restrict ourselves to negatively curved metrics. It is also known [KKW91] that a locally symmetric metric go is a critical point of Enttop an d EntLiouv
Statement of the theorems.
In this paper we obtain estimates for the second derivative of the functions Enttop and EntLiouv at a metric of constant negative curvature which allow us to establish that along a path through a metric of constant negative curvature 50? locally, the only metric for which one has EnttopCs) = EntLiouv(#) is go-More exactly: 
Outline of the proofs.
The scheme for the estimate can be divided into three parts. In the first part, since geodesic flows on a negatively curved manifold can be represented as a flow built under a function on a topologically mixing subshift of finite type, we investigate these flows.
We recall some basic definitions about cocycles. Let T be a Borel M-flow on a Borel space X. An (R-valued) cocycle for the flow T is a Borel function c : X x R -> IR satisfying the relation c(a;, t + s) = c(x, t) + c(T*a;, s).
Cocycles for the flow T form a group under addition and a cocycle c for T is called a coboundary if c(x,t) = b^x) -b(x) for some Borel function b.
Coboundaries form a subgroup and the elements of the quotient group are the Borel cohomology classes of the flow. If a cocycle c is "differentiable along the orbits", i.e. if c(xjt) = J 0 A(T s x)ds^ for some Borel function A on X, we say that A generates c. In a cohomology class we can always find a representative which is smooth along the orbits. If X has a C a structure, we say that a cohomology class is C a if it has a representative generated by a C a function on X. We prove the following Proposition about derivatives of entropy of Gibbs states for symbolic flows in terms of the variation of the generating cocycles. The CoVu(v,w) below denotes the "covariance" of Holder continuous functions v, w for the flow T and with respect to the Gibbs state for the potential u (see [Rue78] and §2) and VarJ(i;) = CovJ^v). 
Proposition (A)
The formula (Al) was essentially a step of [KKW91] and (A2) has also been proved independently by Pollicott [Pol94] .
The above proposition yields formulas for the second derivative of Enttop and EntLiouv along paths g £ of metrics in M(M) once one knows how to determine the variations of the cocycles generating the Margulis and the Liouville measures-i.e. the length cocycle and the Liapunov cocycle-in terms of the variation S = ■^g £ of the Riemannian metric. In fact, since Gibbs states only depend on the cohomology class of the generating cocycles it is sufficient to determine the variation of the cohomology class of these cocycles. This is the second step of the proof. 
The above estimate is the heart of the proof. It follows from observing that since (M, go) is locally symmetric of constant negative curvature, the functions S rV ,T v on the unit tangent bundle S^M lift to the orthonormal frame bundle FM of M. The group G « 50o(l, n) acts transitively on FM, and the bilinear form Covj^o uv / \ is diagonal with respect to this action of G , i.e. it respects the decomposition of L 2 (FM) into irreducible subspaces. But the linear map S' *-» T also respects this decomposition and, on each irreducible subspace, T is a multiple of S. In the end, the estimate reduces to an estimate of the smallest eigenvalue of the operator S h-* T on the space orthogonal to the orbit of go under Diff(M). This is achieved via a suitable Weitzenbock formula. 
2.1.
For generalities on topologically mixing subshifts of finite type, pressure and Gibbs states we refer to [Bow75] and [Rue78] .
Let a : S ->-E be a topologically mixing subshift of finite type. For any Holder continuous potential 0 denote by /i^ the Gibbs state for <^, and by P cr (^) or P(<7,0) the pressure of the potential (j). We recall that pressure P <7 (0) and the entropy /i(cr,/i^) of a with respect to the Gibbs state /i^ are related by the variational principle:
where the supremum is taken as /i ranges on the set of probability cr-invariant measures on E. It is also known that, for 0 E C a (E), the equality P a {4>) -/i(cr,//</,) + M^C^) completely characterizes the Gibbs state /i^ among the cr-invariant measures /i on E (see [Bow75] ).
We define the covariance of Holder continuous functions ip and £ with respect to the Gibbs state /i^ by oo COV$MC)= J2 /^•c<>^-^W'W(c)).
i=-oo
We also set and we call the above limit is called the variance of tp w.r.t. the Gibbs state /X0. We have COV^T/J, £) = 0 for all ip if and only if C is cohomologous to a constant, i.e. C -X ocr -X + Const for some Holder continuous function X : £ -> R The convergence of the above series follows from the exponential rate of mixing of Holder continuous functions. Let a : S -> S be a topologically mixing subshift of finite type and A be a positive C a function on S.
2.2.

Prom [Con92] the map
P* : </ > E C a (E) ^ P <7 ((/>) E
Thus the maps
We recall the definition of special flow T built under A. Let T be the flow on S x R defined by T*(p, s) = (p,s + t) and consider on E x M the equivalence relation ^ generated by (p,t) ^ (crp,t -A(p)). Then, setting X = S x E/ ~, the flow T descends to a flow T on X: the flow (X,T) is called £/ie special flow built under A. Sometimes we shall simply write (S, cr, A, T) or (S, a, A) to refer to (X, T). Clearly a fundamental domain for X is the set {(p, t) G S x R : 0 < t < A(p)} and X can be easily turned in a metric space (see [BW72] ).
2.3.1. Notation. Let A : X -> R be a C a continuous potential on X and let P T {A) = P(T,A), ITIA and /i(T,m^) denote respectively the pressure of A for the flow T, the Gibbs state for the potential A and the entropy of the flow T with respect to the measure UIA- In analogy to the case of shifts, the pressure P T (A) and the entropy h(T,mA) of T with respect to the Gibbs state rriA are related by the variational principle:
where the supremum is taken as m ranges on the set of probability Tinvariant measures on X. Also, rriA is the unique T-invariant measure on X for which the equality 
$[A] =l[A}-P T (A)X = l[A-P T (A)}
If A : X -4 R is a Holder continuous on X, then I [A] and $[A] are also Holder continuous on E.
We can reduce the study of flows to the case of shifts by the following theorem that clarifies the relation between Gibbs states for (E, cr) and (X,T). 2.3.5. Remark. From the above Theorem, Contreras' result mentioned in 2.2, the formula 2.1 for the first derivative for P T (A) and the implicit function theorem, it follows that for A E C^(E) and a < /?, the map
Theorem (Bowen, Franco-Sanchez). The Gibbs measure mA for the flow T and the potential A is given by
2.3.6. Remark. The variational characterization of Gibbs states implies that the measure of maximal entropy for the flow T is the Gibbs state for the potential zero (or, more generally, for a potential cohomologous to a constant). 
2.4.
We recall now the definition of covariance for special flows. Since an exponential mixing rate for Holder functions is not guaranteed, the definition is not as immediate as in the case of shifts.
Notation. Retaining the previous notations let B : X -> E be another Holder continuous function on X. Define *A[^]
: S -» M by setting
The definition of covariance was given by Marina Ratner who proved in [Rat73a] the following theorem: 
Theorem (Ratner). For a Holder continuous function B : X -> E
Let A e be a C r curve of positive C a functions on E and let (X £1 T £ ) be the family of special flows built under A^.
Let u £ be the a C r family of C a potentials on X £ , i.e. a curve admitting a C r lift to C a (E x M).
2.5.1. Definition. For A^ and u e as above we define the i-th variation of the cocycle (generated by) u £ as (the cocycle generated by) any C a function 5 l u e be a on X £ with the property that (2.5)
(for simplicity, S 1 = S and 6 0 u £ = u £ ). In other words the i-th variation S l u £ induces on £ the i-th derivative of the induced cocycle I^^]. Notice that the i-th. variation S l u £ of the cocycle u £ is only defined up to a coboundary for the flow T £ .
We denote by 5 l l £ , the i-th variation of the length cocycle:
Having stated the set up the proof of Proposition 1.3.1 is rather elementary. To simplify notation, we denote with primes differentiation with respect to e and suppress the dependence on e, e.g. 
Proposition (Derivatives of the Pressure and Entropy
P f {T,u) = m u (v) P"(T, u) = Var^(^) + m u (w) -2m u (v) m u (61) and ti(T, my) = -Cov u (v, u) + h(T,m u ) m u (6l) h"(T,m u ) = -D s pT(u : v,v) -2h(T,m u ) Covl{6l,v) + 2( Covl (v, u) + h{T,m u ) m u (5l)) m u {Sl) -Cov^(w, w) + 2m u (v) Cov^(u, SI) -h(T,m u )m u (S 2 l) -Coy^(v,v).
2.6.
We shall not give the proof of the proposition above. However, for completeness, we shall give independent proofs of the following corollaries which we use in this paper. 
Proof Observe that since e *-» X £ G C a (E) is C 2 , the first and second variation 5l £ and 5 2 l £ of the length cocycle exist (as Holder functions). By the Remark 2.3.6 the topological entropy equals the pressure for the potential 0 and from Theorem 2.3.4 and 2.3 we obtain that m Fwhere (j)(e) = -/itop(2e)A £ . Again by Theorem 2.3.4, we have that P 0 "^^)) = 0 for all e. By Remark 2.3.5, the curve (j){e) is a C 2 curve of C 01 -potentials on E. Thus from (2.2) we obtain that (2.9) M^)=0 and VarJ^) + /v(</>") = 0.
Since ^ = -h[ ov {T)\ -h top (T)\'
from the first of (2.9) we conclude that 
If UQ is cohomologous to a constant and ra Uo (<%o) = 0, then h f (T^nn u ) = 0 and By the variational characterization of Gibbs states and P((j,ip £ ) -0 we have /i(cr,/i</,) = -/i t /,( / 0) and, using (2.12), we obtain 
T^T-
Observe that we have
, which proves (2.10). Assume now that the ^o is cohomologous to a constant. Then P(T, u) = 0 implies that the function ^o + /i(To,ra Wo ) is cohomologous to zero and therefore also if)Q + h(m uo ) AQ is cohomologous to a zero. The further assumption m Uo (Slo) = 0 entails /^0(Ao) = 0 and therefore ^'(Tcm^) = 0. In this case one further differentiation of (2.14) yields 
\) = -Cowl{dl,6u).
The rest is now mere rephrasing. This also concludes the proof of Proposition 1.3.1. □ §3. The first variation of the length and Liapunov cocycles.
In this section we collect some well known facts that we allow us to connect the results of §2 to the study of our original problem. Some of the theorems stated are valid in a more general setting of Anosov or Axiom-A flows. We state them for the case of geodesic flows for metrics of negative curvature.
Symbolic Coding.
The geodesic flow Tg of a metric of negative curvature g on the unit tangent bundle SgM of a manifold M is isomorphic to a symbolic flow [Rat69] , [Rat73b] , [Bow72b] . More exactly, there is symbolic flow (X,T) built over a topologically mixing subshift of finite type (S, a) with a positive Holder continuous ceiling function A and a finite-to-one Holder continuous surjection TT : X -> SgM such that TT intertwines the flow T on X with the flow Tg on SgM. Furthermore, denoting by m u and n W o7r respectively the Gibbs state for u E C a (SgM) with respect to the flow Tg and Gibbs state for u o TT G C^(X) with respect to the flow T, we have that the surjection TT is a measure theoretical isomorphism of (X,T,n U07r ) onto (Sg : Tg,m u ). In particular u E C a (SgM) is cohomologous to zero if and only if u o TT is cohomologous to zero.
The Margulis measure and the Liouville measure on SgM are the Gibbs states respectively for the length cocycle and for the Liapunov cocycle. We recall the definition of Liapunov cocycle.
The Liapunov cocycle.
For with dashed arrows representing orbit equivalences. Observe that, identifying the space Xg supporting the flow (E, <J, A^) with Xg = {(p, t) G E x R|0 < t < Xg} and E with E x {0}, the orbit equivalences Hg are the identity on E.
Variation of cocycles.
Now we are in the situation in which we can apply the results of §2. To this purpose we need to pull-back the length and the Liapunov cocycles to the flow (E,<7, A^) or (E,cr, A^0), and determine in geometric terms their first variations SI, Su which entered in Proposition 1.3.1. Finally we need to resolve the smoothness issues related to this construction.
Assume that for each g G U we are given a cocycle Cg for the flow Tg and orbit equivalences Hg : 5M -> JSM sending the orbits of the flow Tg 0 to the orbits of the flow Tg.
Definition. The pull-back of the family of cocycles Cg along the orbit equivalences Hg is the family of cocycles HgCg for the flow Tg 0 given by
H* g c g (v,t)=c g (H g v,t'),
where t' is defined by T*HgV = HgT^v. 3.3.5. Remark. Let Ug be the generator of a cocycle Cg for the flow (S,cr, Xg). Let Hg be orbit equivalences sending the orbits of the flow (2,0-, Xg 0 ) to the orbits of the flow (E,a, A^). Assume further that Hg is the identity on E (identifying the space Xg supporting the flow (E, a, A^) with Xg = {(p,t) € E x R|0 < t < Xg} and E with S x {0}). Then the pull-back of the length cocycle for (E, <T 
Example. The length cocycles £g(v,t) = t for the flow
7o Jo
We conclude that the two definitions 2.5.1 and 3.3.4 of the z-th variation of a cocycle agree.
Now we are ready to tackle the question of the smoothness of the dependence on g.
Improving 
The map g -> Hg is of class C s~2 as a map from the Banach manifold V s to the Banach manifold of Tg 0 -differentiable C^-maps of SM into
itself. 
The topological entropy g 1-4 Enttop(g) is of class
(3.5) g Q (v,p,E go (S)(v))=0.
Lemma. Let g £ is a C l -curve of C 5 Riemannian negatively curved metrics on a compact manifold M, and let S £ = ^ffel _o-Then the generator of the first variation of the length cocycle at g £ at e = 0 is is cohomologous to the function: veSM^ 8lo(v) = ^(v) = ^So(v,v), and the generator of the first variation of the Liapunov cocycle u £ at e -0 is cohomologous to the Holder function: veSM^ Suo(v) = -u £ o Hg £ {v)\ £=0 + -So(v,v) uo(v).
Proof By Proposition 3.3.3, the pull-back of the T^-cocycle generated by u £ has generator u £ (Hg e )l £ and by (l)-(6) above the derivatives du £ oHgJde and dl £ /de both exist as limits in C^(SM). Thus for each go-geodesic closed orbit 70, denoting by 7 e the geodesic p e -geodesic closed orbit homotopic to = i £ lMH 9£ T°0v)l Hgs (T°0v)ds
At £ = 0, we have ^H g£ {Tg 0 v) = 1 and, using 3.4 and 3.5, we see from the equation of the geodesies (cf. [FF93] that Since, by a well known theorem of Livsic [Liv71] , the collection of integrals along periodic orbits determine the cohomology class of Holder cocycles, our claim is proved.
□ § 4. Relation of the Liapunov cocycle to the variation of metric.
In this section we find a formula for the first variation of the Liapunov cocycle in terms of the first order variation of the Riemannian metric.
4.1.
Throughout this section, M denotes a compact connected manifold with no boundary. We denote by SM the bundle of oriented directions on M. As usual given a Riemannian metric g of class C s on M we identify SM with the unit tangent bundle SgM = {v G TM\g(vjv) = 1}, via the obvious C rs -diffeomorphism. The symbol g 1 denotes both the geodesic flow on ^M determined by g can and the flow induced on S'M, via the above identification.
We shall consider a C 1 path e € {-£o^o) *-* 9e 0 f C^-metrics, with s > 4 and set S £ = ^. We denote by H e : SM -> SM the (£o,#s)-Morse correspondence normal at go and denote by 'E,g 0 (Sg 0 ) the infinitesimal Morse cor r esp ondence.
4.2.
As usual let p : SM -> M be the canonical projection. Let jo(t) be a unit-speed geodesic of initial velocity 7o(0) = v € SM. Clearly we have 7o(*) =p{g t ov)-Define 7 : D = R x (-eo,eo) *-*■ yfoe) =p(h e (glv)) G Af.
^7 ^7
We set, for all t, £ = g Recall that the first variation of the Liapunov cocycle along the path g £ at e = 0 is given by
Lemma. Along the geodesic j(t) f the field of endomorphisms
V^f7(7(t)) satisfies the following differential equation: 
6=0
Proof. The field of endomorphisms U satisfies, along each geodesic 7^, the Riccati equation 3.1 suitably corrected to take into account the fact that t H* j £ (t) is not a g^-unit speed geodesic. Thus:
where R e denotes the Riemann curvature tensor of the metric g £ .
Observe that we have:
S(Y,Y) + 2g(V^Y,Y) = S(Y,Y) + 2g(X7 Y t,Y) = S(Y,Y).
e=0
where in the last equality we have used the fact that Vy£ and Y are gperpendicular.
Similarly one has 
nY)U^m-U mtj o)T(Y)+Ve(VBU^t )e) )
de dt
6=0
r{Y)u^m -u^t fi) r(Y)+Vy (v^m)+w, Y)u im -u^mm, Y)
where, in the last equality, we have used the fact that for commuting vector fields X, Z and (\) tensor fields W one has:
[Vx, Vz] W = R(X, Z)oW-Wo R(X, Z).
Finally observe that 
Proof.
we have E^Uo ( y ' y i) y ' y J ) = ^Lo" Summing over j the equation of Lemma 4.3.1, since Aj = 1 we obtain our claim. □
4.4.
Let V* V denote the rough Laplacian for the metric g = go on M. Recall that the Lichnerowicz Laplacian for a metric g is defined as [Bes87, 1.180b]: 
R°(S)(Y,Z)=Tr g S(R(-,X)Y, ■).
Then [Bes87, 1.174]:
where 6* is the symmetrization of covariant derivative and 6 is its formal adjoint, the divergence.
Proof of Proposition 1.3.3. Form Corollary 4.3.2 we obtain that along the geodesic 7 we have
with w meaning that the difference is a coboundary. In fact, the difference at 7(i) =p(<A) is ^Ly(V c Tlrtf)(7(t)) = hm^'v) We claim that since g has constant curvature -1 we have:
In fact, Ric = -(n -l)^, and therefore Ric oS + S o Ric = -2(n -1)5. 
Furthermore, since R(Y, X)Z = -(X, Z)Y + (Y, Z)X,
(4.14) R 0 (S)(Y,Y) = Y / S(R(Y h Y)Y,Y i ) = i = Y,S(-Yi + [Y^Y.Yi) = -
5.2.
If g has constant sectional curvature, then the group G of isometrics of M, the universal cover of M, is isomorphic to SO^l^ri), where ndim(M) (FM) . In the sequel these identifications will be implicit.
Left invariant differential operators on G commuting with
Ki act on C 00 (SgM) . This is in particular true of the the Casimir operator Casso( 1)n ) of G, which we normalize so that on C 00 (M) it coincides with the rough Laplacian V*V.
Observe that the differential operators V* V, (5, 5* etc. acting on symmetric tensor field can be viewed by means of the above maps as left invariant differential operators on C 00 (FM) commuting with Ki. In fact, denote by We will only be interested with symmetric tensor field of rank 2 and therefore with only two jfiT-types: the trivial K-type and the if-type of traceless symmetric tensor of rank 2. where R 0 (S) was defined in (4.12). Using the formula (4.14) and the fact that Ric = -(n -1)<7, we obtain 
